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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern distributed systems may consist of hundreds of

thousands of computers, ranging from high-end powerful
machines to low-end resource-constrained wireless devices.
We label them as extreme distributed systems, as they push
scalability and complexity well beyond traditional scenarios.

Most of these systems are still organized along traditional
lines with hierarchical, centralized control planes. Things
are changing though: more and more decentralized organi-
zations are emerging, exemplified by P2P systems, ad-hoc
networks, vehicular networks, etc.

Decentralized organizations often combine local decision-
making with dissemination of information in order to im-
prove the decision-making process, exemplified by many go-
ssip-based protocols [3]. These protocols have been designed
to solve problems as diverse as information dissemination [4],
aggregation [6], topology maintenance [7], heartbeat syn-
chronization [1], etc. Solutions to these problems share
many common aspects, yet they have been published and
developed in a confused and scattered way, leaving develop-
ers alone when integrating them into real applications.

In this talk, we briefly introduce the gossip paradigm,
showing how it can applied to solve several different prob-
lems, and we discuss what are the challenges that are left
open for the researchers willing to provide a general frame-
work for the design, implementation and deployment of gos-
sip protocols.

2. THE GOSSIP PARADIGM
Since the seminal paper of Demers et al. [3], the idea of

epidemic (or gossip) algorithms has gained considerable pop-
ularity within the distributed system community.

In a recent workshop on the future of gossip (summarized
on a special issue of Operating System Review [8]), there
has been a failed attempt to precisely define the concept
of gossip. The reason for this failure is twofold: either the
proposed definitions were too broad (including almost any
message-based protocol ever conceived), or they were too
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strict (ruling out many interesting gossip solutions, some of
them discussed here).

While a formal definition seems out of reach, it is possi-
ble to describe a prototypical gossip scheme that seems to
entirely cover the intuition behind gossip. The scheme is
presented in Figure 1.

1: loop
2: wait(∆)
3: q ← selectPeer()
4: sp ← prepareMsg(q)
5: send 〈req, sp〉 to q
6: end loop

(a) active thread

1: loop
2: receive 〈t, sq〉 from q
3: if t = req then
4: sq = prepareMsg(q)
5: send 〈rep, sq〉 to p
6: end if
7: update(sq)
8: end loop

(b) passive thread

Figure 1: Generic gossip scheme run by process p.

In this scheme, nodes regularly exchange information in
periodic, pairwise interactions. The protocol can be modeled
by means of two separate threads executed at each node: an
active one that takes the initiative to communicate, and a
passive one accepting incoming exchange requests.

In the active thread, a node periodically (every ∆ time
units) selects a peer node p from the system population
through function selectPeer(); it extracts a summary of the
local state through function prepareMsg(); and finally, it
sends this summary to p. This set of operations is repeated
forever. The other thread passively waits for incoming mes-
sages, replies in case of active requests, and modifies the
local state through function update().

This scheme is still too generic and can be used to mimic
protocols that are not gossip and thus must must be asso-
ciated with a list of “rules of thumb” to distinguish gossip
from non-gossip protocols:

• peer selection must be random, or at least guarantee
enough peer diversity

• only local information is available at all nodes

• communication is round-based (periodic)

• transmission and processing capacity per round is lim-
ited

• all nodes run the same protocol

The main reason why gossip protocols are so interesting
for implementing extreme distributed systems, is their ro-
bustness: node failures do not cause any major havoc to the
system, and can be tolerated in large quantities; message



losses often cause just a convergence speed reduction rather
than safety issues. Low-cost is another plus: load is equally
distributed among all nodes, in a way such that overhead
may be reduced to few bytes per second per node.

The cause of such robustness and efficiency can be traced
back to the inherently probabilistic nature of gossip proto-
cols. They represent a “laid-back” approach, where individ-
ual nodes do not take much responsibility for the outcome.
Nodes periodically perform a simple set of operations, they
are not aware of the state of the entire system and act based
on completely local knowledge. Yet, in a probabilistic sense,
the system as a whole achieves very high levels of robust-
ness to benign failures and a favorable (typically logarith-
mic) convergence time.

3. COMBINING GOSSIP PROTOCOLS
Beyond the original goal of information dissemination,

gossip protocols have been used to solve a diverse collec-
tion of problems. More interestingly, it appears now that
most of these solutions can be profitably combined to solve
more complex problems. All together, these protocols start
to look like a construction set, where protocols can be com-
bined like Lego bricks. We show here a few examples.
Peer sampling provides each node with a continuously up-
to-date sample of the entire population. This service solves a
problem that lays at the basis of gossip: how to keep together
the population of nodes that constitute the system, in such a
way that it is possible implement function selectPeer() that
selects nodes from such population. Instead of providing
each node with a global view of the system, the peer sam-
pling service provides each node with continuously up-to-
date random samples of the entire population. Locally, each
node only see the random node returned by selectPeer();
globally, the nodes and their samples define an overlay topol-
ogy, i.e. a directed graph superimposed over the network.
The graph is characterized by a random structure and the
presence of a single strongly connected component.
Distributed aggregation is a common name for a set of
functions that provide a summary of some global system
property. In other words, they allow local access to global
information in order to simplify the task of controlling, mon-
itoring and optimizing distributed applications. Examples of
aggregation functions include network size, total free stor-
age, maximum load, top-k most frequent items, etc. Pro-
vided that the gossip partners are selected uniformly at ran-
dom from the entire population of nodes through a peer sam-
pling service, gossip-based aggregation protocols converge to
the correct aggregate value, often in logarithmic time.
Load balancing. The aggregation protocol described above
is proactive, meaning that all nodes participating in the com-
putation are made aware of the final results. This suggests
a simple improvement of a well-known load balancing pro-
tocol, as well as showing how simple protocol pieces can be
combined together [5]. The load balancing scheme we want
to improve works as follows: [2]: given a set of tasks that
must be executed by a collection of nodes, nodes periodi-
cally exchange tasks in a gossip fashion, trying to balance
the load in the same fashion as our average aggregation pro-
tocol. The problem with this approach is that tasks may
be costly moved from one overloaded node to another over-
loaded node, without really improving the situation. Our
idea is based on the concept that moving information about
tasks is cheaper than moving tasks. For this reason, we use

our aggregation service to compute the average load, and
then later we put in contact – through a specialized peer
sampling service – nodes that are underloaded with nodes
that are overloaded. By avoiding overloaded-to-overloaded
exchanges, this algorithm guarantees that an optimal num-
ber of transfers are performed.

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Gossip protocols have been designed to solve the most di-

verse problems, and they started to be included in several
systems – like in Amazon S3, to perform distributed mon-
itoring, or in Bittorrent to diffuse chunks of data among
peers. Yet, a more widespread adoption of this paradigm is
hindered by the scattered and inconsistent state of research
in this area.

While it has already been recognized that a modular ap-
proach for the development of gossip protocols is needed [5],
we speculate that extreme distributed system designers sho-
uld go even further and start adopting the component-based
software engineering methodology, considering aspects of
design, verification, testing, configuration and deployment.

Such approach would offer several attractive possibilities.
It allows developers to plug different components implement-
ing a desired function into existing or new applications, be-
ing certain that the function will be performed in a pre-
dictable and dependable manner. Components must be sim-
ple and predictable, as well as extremely scalable and robust.
In this way, research can focus on self-organization and other
important emergent features, without being burdened by the
complexity of the protocols.

We believe that such multi-disciplinary effort could help
gossip-based protocols to go outside their naive design and
increase the adoption of this technology into mainstream
applications.
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